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In this paper we consider two similar nonautonomous linear control problems 
which have quadratic cost functionals. We give necessary conditions for the 
problems to be optimized over an infinite interval and prove that the optimal 
controls are linear feedback controls. If the first problem is set in a real Hilbert 
space the feedback controls generate a uniformly asymptotically stable evolu- 
tionary process. In the second problem the controls generate an asymptotically 
stable system of neutral functional differential equations. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we extend some of the considerations in [4] to nonautonomous 
systems. The paper is divided into two parts. Part I concerns an abstract linear 
control problem with quadratic cost in a real Banach space setting. The main 
results of this part are Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3. Theorem 1.1 shows that 
the optimal controls are feedback controls, and Theorem 1.2 shows that they 
give rise to an evolutionary process which has gross behavior similar to the 
process associated with the uncontrolled system. If the Banach space is a 
Hilbert space and the cost functional is positive definite in the phase space 
variables, then Theorem 1.3 states that the new evolutionary process is uni- 
formly asymptotically stable, a result which we believe is new even for finite 
dimensional systems. The development of the results in Part I over the 
infinite interval depends on an assumption, Hypothesis 1 .l. In Examples 16 
we consider systems which satisfy this hypothesis and one which does not. 
Part II discusses a problem analogous to that of Part I and the work in [S] 
for a neutral system of functional differential equations. For want of a better 
name, the system under consideration might be called a quasi-nonautonomous 
system, since the linear operator occurring in the derivative of Eq. (2.1) is 
autonomous. The reason for not considering a completely nonautonomous 
system is that it is notreadily apparent that the techniques used in this paper 
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will work for such systems. In Part II we do not consider the most general 
type of linear neutral problem even in the autonomous case, i.e., one involving 
general Riemann-Stieltjes integrals. The excuse for this ispartially technical. 
In our development of the main results in this part certain properties of the 
so called “fundamental matrix” associated with the uncontrolled system are 
required such as piecewise continuity of the matrix and its partial derivatives, 
and this necessitated restricting the problem. Whether the results given here 
hold for more general cases is not known. 
The main results of Part II are Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. Theorem 2.1 
establishes a linear feedback property for the optimal controls, and Theorem 
2.3 states that when the difference operator in the derivative of Eq. (2.1) is 
stable and Hypothesis 2.1 is satisfied, the optimal controls generate an 
asymptotically stable system of neutral functional differential equations. 
When the system is autonomous Theorem 2.4 extends the result in Theorem 
2.3 to uniform asymptotic stability. This answers a question posed in [5]. 
As in Part I the solution of the problem over an infinite interval depends on an 
assumption, Hypothesis 2.1. Theorem 2.2 gives a sufficient condition for this 
hypothesis to hold. 
Problems similar to the type discussed in this paper for partial differential 
equations in a Hilbert space context have been discussed by Lions [13], for 
autonomous hereditary systems by Delfour and Mitter [6], and for autono- 
mous systems of partial differential equations with boundary controls by 
Russell [16-181. In [6] the hereditary process is placed in a Hilbert space 
setting whereas we consider the process to take place in a nonreflexive Banach 
space and permit time lags to occur in the derivative of the equations 
of motion. Another significant difference is shown by Example 7. In [6] 
necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the “stabilizability” of the 
process, i.e., La-stability. For autonomous linear neutral functional differential 
processes it is possible to have asymptotic stability but not &-stability as 
Example 7 demonstrates. 
The work of Russell might at first seem to be closely connnected with 
Part I of this paper in that nonhomogeneous boundary value problems can 
frequently be converted to nonhomogeneous initial value problems with 
homogeneous boundary conditions. However for the problems he considers, 
particularly in [ 171, Russell obtains exact controllability of an infinite dimen- 
sional problem by means of controls which take their values in a finite 
dimensional space. This is impossible for a problem of the type n(t) = 
Ax(t) + W), 40) = x0 9 if u(t) takes values in a finite dimensional space 
and x(t) lies in an infinite dimensional space (see e.g., [19]). This 
seeming conflict is explained by the fact that nonhomogeneous boundary 
conditions which are time dependent can usually be converted to homo- 
geneous boundary problems only if they are assumed to have a certain number 
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of derivatives. Thus a completely controllable nonhomogeneous boundary 
problem can at best be converted to a densely controllable homogeneous 
boundary problem. 
We would like to mention that Example 5 is an elementary application of a 
technique known as splitting of an equation into equations in a subspace. 
An exposition of this can be found in [l 11. General references for this paper 
are [7, 8,201. 
I 
1. Assumptions for Part I 
1. X will denote a Banach space over the real numbers and x’ its 
topological dual. The norms on both spaces will be denoted by 1 * I. The 
continuous linear functionals acting on X will be given by the notation 
{x’, x) where x’ E X’ and x E X. The symbolism x, -+w x will stand for the 
weak convergence of a sequence {x,,> C X to a point x in X, and x, + x 
will stand for strong convergence in X. 
2. H will denote a real Hilbert space with inner product (-, *) 
and norm (( * jj. 
3. By L,(H) we shall mean the equivalence classes of measurable 
mappings from [0, co) -+ H whose norms are square integrable. The norm in 
L,(H) is given by Ij u II2 = sr I/ u(t)jj2 dt. If we define on L,(H) the inner 
product (II, V) = sr (u(t), v(t)) dt, then L,(H), with the above norm, is a 
real Hilbert space. 
4. Let X, and X, be real Banach spaces. The real Banach space of 
continuous linear mappings from X, into X, will be denoted by L(X, , X,). 
If X, is the real line R then of course X,’ = L(X, , R). 
The following operators will be used to define the control problem given 
by (1.1) and (1.2) below. 
5. (a) S(t, S) will d enote a family of mappings in L(X, X) which are 
strongly continuous in the infinite triangle d = ((t, s) : 0 < s < t < cc}. 
The family S(t, J) will be assumed to satisfy the conditions: 
(i) S(t, t) = I (the identity mapping) for all t E [0, co). 
(ii) If 0 < t, < s ,( t, then the relation 
qt, s) 84 to) = qt, to) 
will hold. 
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(iii) There exist constants M, > 1 and a > 0 such that for all (t, t,) E A 
1 S(t, to)/ < MIea(+ 
Conditions (i) and (ii) describe what is known as a linear evolutionary process 
on X (see e.g., [ll]). 
The adjoint family, S*(t, s), to S(t, S) will also be assumed to be strongly 
continuous on A. 
(b) The mapping B: [0, co) +L(H, X) will be assumed to be strongly 
continuous as will its adjoint B*: [0, co) --+L(X*, H’). We shall also assume 
there exists a real number b, such that for all t E [0, co) 1 B(t) 1 < b, . 
(c) w: [O, co) -L(X, x*) will be strongly continuous and will be 
symmetric and positive in the sense that for all x, y in X and t E [0, CO), 
W(t) X,Y> = WWY9 x)7 and (W(t) x, x) > 0 if x # 0. It shall also be 
assumed that there exists a constant M2 > 0 such that for all t and x E X, 
W(t) 3, x> d M, I x 1’. 
(d) The mapping U: [0, a) ---f L(H, HJ will be strongly continuous and 
symmetric. In addition there exist two positive numbers m, and m2 such that 
for all u E H and t in [0, co), m, 11 u II2 < (U(t) u, u) < m2 11 u l12. This last 
condition ensures the existence of U-l(t) as a strongly continuous mapping 
from [0, co) into L(H, H). 
2. Statement of the Problem and Solution 
Let x,, E X and 0 < to < T < 00 be given. The problem is to minimize 
the functional defined on L,(H) by the expression 
C(% x0, 0 9 t T) = J1: [W(t) xu(t>> x&D + V-W> u(t), WI & U-1) 
where for t 3 to 
x,(t, xo , to , 4 = S(t, to> xo + j-1 Sk 4 B(s) 4s) ds. (1.2) 
For T < 00 this problem was considered in [4]. Here we consider the case 
T = co. For this purpose the following hypothesis is made. Conditions 
under which it is satisfied will be discussed in the examples following 
Theorem 1.3. 
HYPOTHESIS 1.1. For every x0 E X, independently of T and to , there exists 
a positive real number M(x,) such that C(u, x0 , t, , T) < M(x,) for at least 
one u EL,(H). 
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Convention. It will always be assumed that the vector u(t) is equal to the 
zero vector in H for all points outside the interval [to, T]. Another way of 
saying this is that the nonzero support of u shall be confined to [to, T]. 
DEFINITION 1.1. If the infimum of the functional C(., x,, , to , 5”) exists 
it shall be denoted by m(x,, , to, 7’). A u E&(H) for which the infimum is 
attained shall be denoted by u’“(t, x,, , to , T) or simply by u”(t). The corre- 
sponding solution of (1.2) will be denoted by xm(t, x0 , to , T) or simply 
x”(t). The mappings urn and xm are, respectively, termed an optimal control 
and an optimal trajectory for C( ., x,, , to , T). 
LEMMA 1.2. If Hypothesis 1.1 is satis-ed, then for each to E [0, 03) the 
functional m(x, , t, , 0~)) is$nite and satisfies an inequality of the form 
+?.I > to, 00) d MS I x0 I23 (1.3) 
where MS < co is independent of to. Moreover, there exists a mapping 
K: [0, CQ) -+L(X, X’) such that for any x, y in X and t in [0, a) 
W) x3 Y> = <W) Y> x> (1.4) 
and 
m(x, t, co) = (K(t) x, x). (1.5) 
Proof. If T < CO and to < T, then by Theorem 1.2 in [4] there exists a 
mapping K(t, , T) EL(X, X’) such that for x, y in X 
<Wo > T) *, Y> = @(to 3 T) Y, x> W-9 
and 
@Vo, T) x, x> = m(x, to, T). (1.7) 
It follows from the hypotheses on W(t) and U(t) that for T < T m(x, to , T) < 
m(x, to , T). Since Hypothesis 1.1 holds, this implies that for to and x fixed, 
the set of real numbers (m(x, to, T)) is bounded above and hence 
lim,, m(x, to, T) exists and is finite. By Lemma 3.3 in [4] this means that 
there exists a mapping K(t,) EL(X, X’) such that for each x in X 
lim ) K(t,)x - K(t, , T)x 1 = 0. T+@= WI 
Thus K(t,) must satisfy (1.4) for all x and y in X. Furthermore by (1.7) 
and (1.8) 
for all x in X. 
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Suppose there exists an x in X such that strict inequality holds in (1.9). 
Then given any sufficiently small E > 0 there exists a sequence of real 
numbers {tn} and points (Us} in L,(H) such that lim,,, t, = co and for 
each n 
C(%l 9 x, to 9 tn) < Q + W(to) *, x> < m(x, to, 00). (1.10) 
Because of the assumptions made on U(t) it follows from (1.10) and our 
convention that for each n 
II % II2 d (e + <Wo) x, x>)h * (1.11) 
Since L,(H) is a Hilbert space we can find a subsequence (k} C {n} and a 
us EL&Y) such that {uk} -GJ u,, . Let x0(t) denote the solution of (1.2) which 
corresponds to u,, . If {x,(t)} denotes the solutions of (1.2) corresponding to 
{u,}, then because of the assumptions made on S(t, s) and B(t) it follows that 
for each t E [to, co), {xk(t)} -+ x0(t). Since W(t) and U(t) generate positive 
quadratic forms for all t E [to, co) if T > to we obtain 
= E + lim m(x, to, t,) > + C(Z+ , x, to, tk) 
&+a K 
3 I ’ C(W) x0(0> xoW> +(U(t) u,(t), u,Wl dt. to 
However, since 7 is arbitrary this implies that 
4~ to r ~0) 2 f t,y [W(t) xo(t>, xoW + (U(t) uo(tX &))I dt 2 4~s to , a~>, 
which is a contradiction. Thus 
& m(x, to , t,) = W(to)x, x> ” 
zzz 
f m [W(t) x,(t), xoW + (U(t) u,(t), u,(t))1 dt. U-12) to 
This establishes (1.5). 
By Hypothesis 1.1 and Eq. (1.5), 0 < (K(t) x, x) < M(x) < co for all t 
in [0, co). Thus if we apply the principle of uniform boundedness to the 
sublinear functionals [<K(t,) x, x)11/z (see e.g., [20, p. 681) we can show that 
there exists a constant MS < m such that 
<K(t) x, x> = m(x, t, 00) < M, I x I2 (1.13) 
for all x E X and t E [0, co). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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Remark 1.1. If in Hypothesis 1.1 we omit the condition that 
C(% x, to , T) < M( x ) f or at least one u EL,(H) and replace it by the con- 
dition that for each x E X and to E [0, co) there exists a constant M(to , zc) 
and at least one u EL,(H> such that C(U, x, to , 7’) < M(t, , x) for all T 2 to , 
then the conclusions of Lemma 1.2 hold except that in place of the inequality 
(1.3) we have an inequality of the form 
LEMMA 1.3. If t < T < 00 and xm and urn are the optimal trajectory and 
optimal control for the problems (1.1) and (1.2) with x”(to) = x0 , then they 
aye also optimal control and optimal trajectory for the same problem over the 
interval [t, T] with the initial value x”(t). 
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of the definitions of the 
optimal control and optimal trajectory and the equality 
W, xo , to 9 T) = ‘3, xo , to, t) + C(u, xu(t), t, T). (1.14) 
An elementary property of the functional C(., x, to , 7’) is its strict con- 
vexity; i.e., if a E (0, 1) and ur and u2 are in L,(H), then 
‘3% + (1 - 4 ~2 , x, to , T) -c @u, , x, to , T) + (1 - a) C(u, , x, to, T). 
(1.15) 
From (1.15) we can immediately deduce the following lemma, which is 
stated without proof (see e.g., [13, p. 71). 
LEMMA 1.4. Let Hypothesis 1 .l hold; then the optimal control and the 
optimal trajectory for the problems (1.1) and (1.2) exist and are unique. 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume Hypothesis 1 .l holds. If t < T < co and x0 E X, 
then the optimal control is unique and given by the expression 
u”(t) = -U-l(t) B*(t) K(t, T) x”(t) (1.16) 
ifT < W, and by 
e(t) = -U-l(t) B*(t) K(t) x”(t) (1.17) 
if T = 03. Here K( t, T) is the mapping dejined by (1.7) and K(t) the mapping 
defined by (1.5). 
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Proof. We first consider the case T < 00. From Lemma 1.3 and [4, Eqs. 
(1.3) and (1.5)], we see that 
u”(t) = -U-l(t) B*(t) s,r S*(s, t) W(s) xm(s) ds 
= -U-l(t) B*(t) K(t, T) x”(t), 
which establishes (1.16). 
When T = co we observe as was done in proving Lemma 1.2 that 
{P(*, t, , T)} is uniformly bounded in L,(H) for all T < CO. By Eq. (1.8), 
lim,,, K(t, T)x = K(t)x for each x E X and t E [0, 00). Thus, as was done 
in proving Lemma 1.2, we can find a sequence of real numbers (tn} which 
diverges to infinity and a point us EL~(I!I) such that 
@q’, to , tn) -% *o 9 (1.18) 
in L,(H) and hence for each t E [to , co) 
On the other hand by the optimality of the sequence {zP(*, to, t,J} and 
Lemma 1.2 we deduce that for each n 
C(zP(* t t ) 9 03 ,?XOP 0, n Y t t ) < WI, x0, to, 00). 
Since C(u, x0 , t, co) is quadratic and positive in xU(.) and positive definite 
in u(.) this implies together with (1.18) and (1.19) that 
$2 II UT*, to , L)ll = II u. IL (1.20) n 
By a well-known result in Hilbert space theory this implies (see, e.g., [15]) 
p& II @Y., to > t,) - uo II = 0 (1.21) 
in&(H). Hence for each t E [to, co) 
lim xm(t, to, t, , x0) = x,(t). (1.22) t,-m 
Since for each t E [0, 00) the sequence {K(t, t,)} is strongly convergent to 
K(t) this implies 
u,(t) = -U-l(t) B*(t) K(t) x0(t). 
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But by (1.5) and (1.12), 
@(to) x0 Y x0> =4x0 ? to ,a> 
= s m [W(t) x,(t), xo@)> + (u(t) u,(t)> u,(t))1 dt. to 
Because the optimal trajectory and optimal control are unique by Lemma 1.4, 
this means that u,(t) = u”(t) for all t E [to , co) and completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let T < co; then the farnib of operators K(t, T) is strongly 
continuous in t ovw [0, T]. 
Proof. From [4, Eq. (1.5)] we see that for each to E [0, T] and y E X 
K(t, , T)y = j-’ S*(s, t) W(s) x(s, to , y, urn) ds. 
to 
Clearly any sequence (K( tn , T) y} will converge to K( to , T) y if P( -, y, t, , T) 
tends to Um(-, y, to , T) in L,(H). Thus assume there exists co > 0 and {tn> C 
[0, T] such that {tn} tends to to but 
s or I um(s, Y, t, , T) - @(s, Y, 6, , T)12 ds 2 co . 
(Here we assume 1 P(S, y, to, T)]=Oifs<toand~um(s,y,tn,T)~=O 
ifs <tn.) 
BY U-11), W(.,Y> t, > VI is uniformly bounded in L,(H) for all 
n. Hence there exists a subsequence {A} C {n} and u. E L,(H) such that 
@T.,y,tn, T)-@‘uo. By arguments similar to those used in proving Lemma 
1.2 we can show that u. = u(., y, to, T) and that lim,,, M( y, t, , T) = 
m( y, to , T). This in turn implies that 




or (U(s) u"(s, y, to , T), u"(s, y to TN ds. 
By assumption, U(t) is positive definite and thus the above equality implies 
convergence of the norms in the equivalent L,(H) norm given by 
s m (U(s) $4+)) ds = II v 11%. 0 
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But convergence of the norms together with weak convergence in a Hilbert 
space implies strong convergence. Thus we have a contradiction which 
implies that K(t, I”) is strongly continuous in t over [0, 2’1. 
COROLLARY. Assume Hypothesis 1.1 holds; then the mapping K(t) described 
in Lemma 1.2 is strongly measurable over [0, a). 
Proof. For each T < co we extend K(t, T) over [0, co) by setting 
I K(t, T)I = 0 if t > T. By (1.8) we see that for each y E X lim K(t, T) y = 
K(t) y. Since by Lemma 1.5 K(-, T) y is measurable over [0, co) it follows 
that K( *) y is also (see e.g., [21, p. 94]), which proves the corollary. 
Remark 1.2. The optimal controls described by (1.16) and (1.17) are 
conventionally termed feedback controls. 
THEOREM 1.2. If Hypothesis 1 .l holds and T = co, then the optimal 
trajectories of the control problems (1.1) and (1.2) generate a new linear evolu- 
tionary process, T(t, s), which satisfies an estimate of the form 
1 T(t, s)l < M4eb(t-s), (1.23) 
where M., > 1 and b >, 0. 
Proof. Let x0 E X and let t > to . For each nonnegative integer n define 
the sequence of operators {S,(t, to)} f rom A --+ L(X, X) by the recurrence 
relations 
So@ to) x0 = w to) x0 
(1.24) 
S,(t to) x0 = - 
I 
t S(t, s) B(s) U-l(s) B*(s) K(s) Snel(s, to) x0 ds. 
to 
The relations (1.24) are well defined since by the corollary to Lemma 1.5, 
K(s) is strongly measurable and hence S,(*, to) x0 is continuous for a = 0, l,.... 
Because of the assumptions made on S(t, s), B(s), U(s), B*(s) and inequality 
(1.3) we can obtain estimates of the form 
j So(t, to)1 < M5eattAto) 
(1.25) 
I &(t, to)1 < W?/n!)(t - toI n a&-t,) e . 
Thus for t > to the family of operators, T(t, to), defined by 
T(t, to) xo = f W, to) xo 
i=o 
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is well-defined and strongly continuous. Furthermore 
T(t, to) x0 = qt, to) x0 - [: qt, s) B(s) U-l(s) B*(s) K(s) T(s, to) aTo ds, (1.26) 
and 
wo , to) x0 = x0 * (1.27) 
Thus if we define 
u(t) = -U-l(t) B*(s) K(s) qt, to) x0 ) (1.28) 
we see that T(t, to) x0 = xU(t) satisfies (1.2) and (1.17). Hence by the 
uniqueness of solutions of (I. 1) and (1.2) (L emma 1.4), the optimal trajectory 
is given by 
XV, to > x0> = w, to) x0 (1.29) 
and the optimal control by (1.28). 
Observe by (1.26) and (1.29) that if t > s 3 to then 
- 
I 
t S’(t, a) B(a) CF(a) B*(a) K(a) T(a, S) P(s, to , x0) da 
s 
= qt, s) Xrn(S, to7 x0) = qt, s)[T(s, to) x01. (1.30) 
Hence T(t, to) is an evolutionary process. 
Finally from (1.26) and Gronwall’s inequality (see e.g., [2, p. 371) we obtain 
the inequality (1.23). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Our next result concerns the special case when X is a real Hilbert space. 
By placing an additional hypothesis on W(t), we can obtain a rather strong 
result. 
THEOREM 1.3. Assume that X is a real Hilbert space SF’, that Hypothesis 1.1 
is satisjed and that there exist w1 > 0 and w2 > 0 such that w1 11 x /I2 < 
(W(t) x, 3) < w, /I x /I2 for all x E Z and t E [0, 03). Under these conditions 
the optimal trajectories of (1.1) and (1.2) g enerate a uniformly asymptotically 
stable evolutionary process. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.2 the optimal trajectories generate an evolutionary 
process, T(t, s), whose norm is uniformly exponentially bounded (see Eq. 
(1.23)). Thus for x0 E X and to > 0 we have 
Wl [ff II W, to) xo II2 ds < 1; (w(t) T(s, to) x0 , T(s, to) x0) ds 
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By [3, Theorem 11, this is a sufficient condition for the uniform asymptotic 
stability of T(t, s). 
Some Examples for Which Hypothesis 1.1 is Satisfied 
In the following examples the quadratic cost functional shall be omitted 
since only the dynamics, i.e., Eq. (1.2), are involved. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the scalar integro-differential equation defined 
for t 3 t, by 
g (x, t) = joz b(s, t) w(s, t) ds + z&c, t) (1.31) 
and with 
4% to) = Yw* (1.32) 
We assume 4 is measurable on [0, l] with real values and X is the Banach 
space of L, functions with the usual norm. The control U(X, t) is in the Hilbert 
space .% of functions which are L, integrable in x on [0, l] for each t E [0, co). 
The scalar function b(s, t) is continuous and uniformly bounded on [0, l] x 
[0, co). Equation (1.31) is of the form ti(t) = A(t) w(t) + u(t) where A(t) 
is a bounded linear operator for each t E [0, co). Hence for I/ u /j = 0 the 
solution of (1.31) and (1.32) can be written in the form 
w(t) = S(t, to)4 (1.33) 
where S(t, t,) is a linear evolutionary process which satisfies Assumption 5. 
Thus for any 6 EL,(H) the solution of (1.31) with initial condition (1.32) 
has the form 
G(t, t, , 4,~) = W, toM + Jt: W, 4 W ds. 
If we set 
4s) = -a 43W, to<s<to+l, 
and 
u(s) EC? 0 otherwise, 
we see that 
I ti(t,+ 1,te,+,ti)l =o. 
Hence given any t, E [0, co) and + E X, + can be controlled to the zero vector 
at t = t, + 1 with a control ii whose norm in S satisfies on [to , t, + I] 
/ 22(s)\ < Mlea(s-to) I 4 I, 
where M1 and a are independent of 4 or t, . Thus Hypothesis 1.1 is satisfied. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Consider the initial value problem for the following scalar 
partial differential equation. 
aW 
- = r(t) g + u(x, t) 
at 
if t > t, (1.34) 
and 
w(x, to) = C(x), --co<x<oo, (1.35) 
where 
s -1 I4Wl” dx < 03. 
Here r is continuous and uniformly bounded on [0, co). For each t, u is L, 
integrable in x over (-co, co). Any solution of (1.34) and (1.35) can be 
written explicitly in the form (here we consider weak solutions as solutions) 
w(x, t) = 4 (x + St Y(S) ds) + j-1 u (x + j-” r(u) du, s) ds. (1.36) 
to s 
Thus if we choose 
u(x, s) = -4 (x + ltl r(o) dv) if s E [t,, , t, + l] 
and 
u(x, s) = 0 otherwise, 
we see that 
and 
w@c,t,+ 1) ro for xE(--CO, co) 
iI u II2 = I’“+’ srn I$ (x + J1.” T(S) ds)12 dx ds = 114 [12. 
to -03 
Thus for T = to + 1, (1.34) and (1.35) are completely controllable to the 
origin with a control whose norm is equal to the norm of the initial value. 
Hence Hypothesis 1.1 is satisfied. 
Examples 1 and 2 are examples of systems which are completely controllable 
to the zero vector in a definite period of time with a control whose norm // II I] 
is a function of the initial values only. Notice that in Example 1 the evolu- 
tionary process was generated by bounded operators and in Example 2 by 
unbounded operators. The next example gives a more realistic verification 
of Hypothesis 1.1. However, we must first introduce two definitions. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A linear evolutionary process, 5’(t, to), is called asympto- 
tically stable if for all x,, lim 1 5’(t, t,,) x,, 1 -+ 0 as t + co. 
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DEFINITION 1.4. A linear evolutionary process, .S(t, to), is called uni- 
formly asymptotically stable if given any E > 0 there exists a T(c) > 0 such 
that 1 S(t, t,,)l < E whenever t >, T(E) + t,, . 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the second-order system of scalar partial differential 
equations defined over -co < x < co and 0 < t < cc by 
a2wl au2 
at - c(t) T - WI - w, + u(t). 
The initial values are 
(1.37) 
4X? to) = 549, w2bG to) = 4(x)- (1.38) 
Here c(t) is continuously differentiable on [0, co) and satisfies (i) 0 < c, < 
c(t) < c, for all t E [0, co), and (ii) c(t) - (&(t)/dt) > c,,/2 for all t E [0, co). 
We take X to be the Hilbert space of all measurable 2-vectors B(x) = ($I:;) 
such that + is absolutely continuous and for which 
lid /I2 = l-1 [(9(x))’ + (2 (4)” + hW2] dx -c ~0. 
It can be shown (see, e.g., [14]) that if II = 0 the weak solutions of (1.37) 
give rise to an evolutionary process on X which satisfies Assumption 5. 
Associated with the weak solutions of (1.37) and (1.38) is the Liapunov 
function 
V(w, t) = Irn [(w&, t>J2 +c(t) (2 (x9 t))2 -0-J 
+ (w2(x, t)J2 + 4x, 4 w2@, t,] dt. (1.39) 
Notice that there exists 01 > 0 and /I > 0 such that for all t E [0, co) 
There exists a dense set 9 on X (see e.g., [14]) such that for u(t) = 0 and 
$ E 9 the strong solution of (1.37) and (1.38) exists and is such that 
a2m, and 
azw, _ azw, -a~, 
- - - ax2 ax at at ax -ax 
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are square integrable in x over (-co, co). Hence for points in 9 and u(t) E 0 
we can differentiate (1.39) to obtain 
dV’(w, t) 
Cc -=- dt s [ h(x, a2 + (w2@, tN2 -‘x 
+ (c(t) - E(t)) (2 (x, t))” - w&y t) w,(x, t)] dt. (I .40) 
Thus there exists 6 > 0 such that for 4 EB and u(t) = 0 the corresponding 
solution w of (1.37) and (1.38) satisfies 
g (w, t) < --6V(w, t), 
i.e., 
V(w, t) < V[J, to) e-6(t-to). (1.41) 
Since (I .41) holds for a dense subset of X, and V is continuous in w, it follows 
that (1.41) holds for all 4 E X. Consequently the evolutionary process 
generated by the homogeneous solutions of (1.37) and (1.38) is uniformly 
asymptotically stable, and from this it is easy to show that Hypothesis 1.1 
holds. 
Example 3 is an example of a control problem in which the evolutionary 
process generated by the uncontrolled system is uniformly asymptotically 
stable and hence satisfies Hypothesis 1.1. The next example is that of a control 
problem in an infinite dimensional setting which has the property that the 
space X can be decomposed into a direct sum X = XI @ X2 in such a manner 
that the uncontrolled system is uniformly asymptotically stable on Xr and 
on X2 the system is completely controllable. Systems of this type can arise 
from solutions of certain mixed initial and boundary value problems of the 
form 
A(t) g + C(x) g + D(t) g + E(x) g 
+ [F(t) + G(x)@ + u(t) = 0. (1.42) 
Here A(t) > 01~ > 0 and C(x) < C, < 0 and the initial and boundary 
conditions are 
4% to) = 4(x>, (1.43) 
%W(O, t) + b, g (0, t) = 0, 
WG t) + b, $ (I, t) = 0, 
(1.44) 
where 0 < X < 1, r 3 r0 . 
505/2X/2-2 
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The example below is autonomous but this is only a matter of convenience 
since its solutions are readily computed. 
EXAMPLE 4. We consider the space X to consist of the vector functions 
where 
00 
d(x) = c a, cos 2#TrX, 
?L=O 
m 
z,h(x) = 1 b, cos 2mx, 
n-0 
Clearly this is an inner product space with norm 
On X we consider the control problem 
azw a% aw --- 
at2 = ax2 at + u(t>y 
(1.45) 
(1-W 
c$(x) = w(x, 0) = f ura cos 2mrx, 4(x), 
?l=O 
g (x, 0) = i. b, cos 2nm. 
(1.47) 
For any measurable square integrable control u the solution of (1.46) and 
(1.47) has the form 
w(x, t) = a0 + po(l - e-“) + L’ [l - e-(t-s)] U(S) ds 
co 
+ eetj2 C (an cos w,t + pn sin writ) cos 2n7rx 
VW1 I 
+ e-t/2 f [s” e-sle sin wn(t - s) U(S) ds] cos 2mx. (1.48) 
n=l 0 wn 
Notice that if u(t) = 0 on [T, co) the last two terms on the right-hand side 
of (1.48) tend to zero exponentially as t tends to infinity. Thus we only need 
to concern ourselves with the expression 
y(t) = a0 + fio( 1 - e-“) + Jot [l - e-(t-8)] U(S) ds (1.49) 
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and hope to be able to drive it to zero in a finite time T. Equation (1.49) 
satisfies the ordinary differential equation 
r”(t) + r’(t) = u(t), (1.50) 
which is equivalent to the matrix equation 
4t) = (; -:, e> + (Y) u(t), (1.51) 
a completely controllable ordinary differential equation. Hence given cyO and rS, 
which are merely linear functions of 4 and # we can show there exists a control 
in the interval [0, l] such that a(l) = 0 and 
where K is independent of 4 (see e.g., [12]). This establishes Hypothesis 1.1. 
EXAMPLE 5. In this example we consider a problem in which for each 
t E [0, co) the phase space X is a direct sum of two subspaces X = 
Xl(t) 0 X2(9- Th ese vary with t and have the property that the control 
problem is “split” into two parts in the sense that each solution can be 
written x(t, t, , x0 , u) = xl(t) + x2(t) where xl(t) E Xl(t) and x2(t) E X2(t). 
The component xl(t) is completely controllable and the component x2(t) 
is uniformly asymptotically stable. From this it is shown that Hypothesis 1.1 
is satisfied. The system is 
where 
2(t) = A(t) x(t) + B(t) u(t), (1.52) 
-1 - sin t + cos t 
A(t) = ( 1 + sin t - cos t 
-sin t + cos t 
sin t - cos t ) ’ 
and u(t) is a measurable function. 
We define for any solution x(t) of (1.52) the quantities 
w = (1 ‘;i, t cos t 1 _ cos t 1 44 = w> 4th 
1 - cos t 
x2(t) = t-1 + cos t ,z”, “) 49 = Q,(t) 49 
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Clearly x(t) = xl(t) + xa(t), and a computation shows 
3f&) = A(t) x,(Q + B(t) u(t), 
Qt) = A(t) x&) = -q(t). 
(1.53) 
Thus / ~a#)/~ < / &,)1a e-a(t-to) and we have exponential decay. On the 
other hand we can write the solution of q(t) in the form 
where 
w, 44 = w, 43) mJ = P(t) qt, 4)) (1.54) 
and S(t, ta) is a fundamental solution of the homogeneous system associated 
with (1.52). Also observe that if SJ = (t) then 
Thus if we let 
P(t)a = B(t)(x + y). (1.55) 
and 
44 = -(YnW + Yl&)), 
we have from (1.54) and (1.55) the relation 
Hence if t = t, + 1, zcr(t, + 1) = 0. Notice our choice of u(t) is such that 
on [to , to + 11 
Hence Hypothesis 1.1 is satisfied. 
In Example 3 we had a situation in which the uncontrolled system was 
uniformly asymptotically stable. It might be supposed that if the system is 
autonomous a weaker assumption might suffice. The following example 
indicates that in general we must be careful in dealing with infinite dimen- 
sional systems. 
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EXAMPLE 6. In the real Hilbert space Is, consider the control problem 
k = Ax + Bu in which the ith coordinate is described by 
f, = -x, + Xi+1 + u(t), 1 <i<m, 
ffj = -xj + xi+1 ) i>m+l. 
(1.56) 
We shall also assume the cost functional is autonomous and such that for all 
x in Z2 wr jj x /I2 < (Wx, X) where wi > 0. For any u measurable and initial 
condition a = (a, ,..., a, ,... ) the solution of (4) has its ith component 
given by 
X,(t) = e+ f ai+n $ + fl lot d-n) ‘ljTsi(,i U(S) ds, for 1 < i < m, 
n=ll 
and 
xi(t) = 2 a+ $ if i>m+l. 
n=o 
If (1.56) can be optimized over [0, co) then since it is autonomous it would 
automatically satisfy Hypothesis 1.1. By Theorem 1.3 the new evolutionary 
process T(t) would be uniformly asymptotically stable. Moreover for initial 
values a where a, = 0, 1 < i < m, the new process would coincide with the 
old one. In [3] it is shown that the homogeneous solutions of (1.56) are 
asymptotically stable but not uniformly asymptotically stable. Hence Hypoth- 
esis 1.1 cannot be satisfied for this problem. 
II 
3. Assumptions for Part II 
1. Bi,i= I,..., N, will denote fixed real 11 x 71 matrices. The real 71 x 12 
matrices Ai( i = O,..., N, will be continuous and uniformly bounded 
on [0, co). The real n x n matrix A(t, u) will be continuous and uniformly 
bounded on [0, co) x [--h,, 01. Th e real m x 12 matrix D(t) will be con- 
tinuous on [0, oo) and uniformly bounded there. The real symmetric matrices 
W(t) and U(t) will satisfy the assumptions of Part I and in addition it shall be 
assumed that there are two positive numbers w1 and ws such that for all 
x E Rn and t in [0, co) the inequality wi 11 x II2 < (W(t) x, x) ,< w2 II x /I2 is 
satisfied. The adjoint of any matrix Q will be denoted by Q*. 
2. C will denote the real Banach space of continuous mappings from 
[--A, , 0] into Rn. The norm on C is 
/ $h 1 = sup !(i )t(t)2)“2 : --h, < t < 01. 
i=l 
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The topological strong dual of C will be denoted by BV. C will denote the 
space of continuous mappings from [0, AN] into R”. L,(Rn) will be the Banach 
space of equivalence classes of measurable mappings u: [0, co) + Rm such 
that 
s ,u 11 u(t)l12 dt < 00. 
4. Some Preliminaries 
Let t>,O, O=h,<h,<... < h, and + E C. Consider the non- 
homogeneous system of linear functional differential equations given by 
$ [x(t) - -f Bix(t - hi) 
i=l I 
= i. 44  - hi) +r,:r,, 4  u - to) x(t + u) do + D(t) u(t) (2.1) 
if t 3 to, and 
4) = $(t - to), t, - hN < t < t,, . (2.2) 
The existence and uniqueness of solutions of (2.1) and (2.2) is well established 
(see e.g., [9]). For t, < T < co and g: [t, , T] --+ Rn continuous we shall 
consider the “dual system” associated with (2.1) and (2.2), that is, the system 
$ y(t) - f &*y(t + hi) 
i=l 1 
=- to A*@ + hi>At + hi) - ltLh,A*(t - 0, u - tJy(t - u)du +g(t). 
(2.3) 
The solutions of (2.3) will be considered over the interval [to , T]. It will be 
assumed that over the interval [T, T + hN] 
r(t) = W - T), # E ~2. (2.4) 
The following lemma is proved in [l]. 
LEMMA 2.1. There exists a unique n x n matrix X(t, s), called the funda- 
mental matrix, such that for sfixed X(t, s) is a matrix solution in t of (2.1) which 
satisjies the conditions: 
X(t, t) = I (the identity matrix), 
qt, s) = 0 if s>t 
and 
X(t, s) - =f &X(t, s - hi) is continuous for all t > s. 
i=l 
(2.5) 
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Furthermore, for t > t, any solution of (2.1) and (2.2) can be given in the form 
x(t, $7 to > u) = dt, 4, to) + ( x(t, s) D(s) u(s) ds, (2.6) 
where z(t, $, to) is the unique solution to the homogeneous part of (2.1) and 
(2.2), i.e., for u(t) 2 0. 
Below we shall denote the point in C which is given by the solution of (2.1) 
and (2.2) over the interval [t - h, , t], t > to, by xt($, u) or simply xt . 
Similarly we shall write yt(#, g) or yt for the solution of (2.3) and (2.4) over 
the interval [t, t + hN], t < T. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let x,(4, u) be any solution of (2.1) and (2.2) with u(t) continuous 
and y,($,g) a solution of (2.3) and (2.4) which has a piecewise continuous 
derivative on [to , T]. If < ~~(4, g), x,(4, u)>> is the bilinear form given by 
// \~t, 0 = r(t), x(t) - f JWt - hi) 
i=l 
+ f jt (~(a + hi), &(a: + hi) 44) da 
i=l t--h, 
+ f,, J;.+jLN (Y(S), A(s, 01 - s) x(a)) ds da 
then for t E [to , T] 
Proof. In (2.7), b o serve that wherever x(t) or x(t - hi), i = I,..,, N, 
appear, they appear under an integral sign or in linear combinations which 
are differentiable. Thus (( yt , x& has a piecewise continuous derivative which 
by direct calculation is found to be 
(d/4< yt 9 xt> = (r(t), W) u(t)) +(g(t), x(t)). (2.9) 
Since < yt , xt> is continuous on [to, T] this completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let g: [0, a~) + R” be continuous and t < T. Then 
y(t) = - 1’ X*(a, t) g(a) dol 
t 
satisjies (2.3) and is piecewise continuously dilferentiable. 
Proof. The first conclusion is a consequence of the fact that for OL fixed, 
X*(ol, t) is a matrix solution of Eq. (2.3) when g(t) = 0 (see, e.g., [I] or [9]). 
The last conclusion is a consequence of the fact that for LY fixed, 
X*(ol, t) is differentiable at all points t except those of the form t = 
01 - (n,h, + ... + n,h,), where n, ,..., n,,, are positive integers. Moreover 
the derivative of X*(a, t) with respect to t has a norm which is bounded a.e. 
on [to , T] x [to , T] = I2 by a constant which depends on I2 (see, e.g., [l]). 
5. Statement of the Problem and Solution 
Let $ E C and 0 < t, < T < co be given. The problem is to minimize the 
functional defined on L,(R”) by the equation 
C(u, 4, 4, > T) = j-’ V’(t) x&4, to>, 4,+, to)) dt + 1’ (u(t) u(t), u(t)) dt, to to 
(2.10) 
where x,(t, 4, t,,) is the solution of (2.1) and (2.2) for a given + E C and 
u ~La(Rrn). As in Part I we shall assume that the following hypothesis holds. 
HYPOTHESIS 2.1. For every $ E C, independently of T and t, , there exists 
a positive real number M(4) such that C(u, $, to , T) < M(4) for at least on 
u E L,(Rm). 
DEFINITION 2.1. If the infimum of the functional C(., 4, t, , T) exists it 
shall be denoted by m(+, t,, , T). Au E L,(R”) for which the infimum is attained 
shall be denoted by u”(t, 4, t, , T) or by u”(t). The corresponding solutions 
of (2.1) and (2.2) will be denoted by xm(t, 4, t, , T) or x”(t) or if considered 
as a point in C by xtm($, t, , T) = {~“(a, t, , T, 4): (Y E [t - hN , t]}. The 
mappings Xrn and unt are, respectively, termed an optimal trajectory and 
optimal control for C(., 4, t, , T). 
As in [4] it can be shown that if T < co the optimal trajectory and optimal 
control are unique and the optimal control is given by 
u”(t) = -U-l(t) D*(t) s,r X*(cu, t) W(a) ~“(a) dm. (2.11) 
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For t, < t < T we shall define the operator L(T, t, to) from C-t R” by 
(2.12) 
As a technical convenience we shall assume L( T, t, to) = 0 if t > T. As was 
done in [4] it can be shown that for (T, t, to) fixed L( T, t, to) is a continuous 
linear mapping. The next lemma is given in [4, property 3, Sect. 31; its proof 
is independent of the fact that an autonomous retarded system is considered. 
LEMMA 2.4. For t, < t ,( T < 00 the fan+ of mappings L(T, t, t,,) 
satisfy the relation 
L(T, t, t) XP(+, to , T) = -WY 4 to)+. (2.13) 
For each 4 E C and t, < t we shall define on e the point Z,(#) by the relations 
and 
where 
-W t, to)+ = z(t, d) ;f t<T 
Z(t, 4) = 0 if t > T, (2.14) 
-W$) = Ma, 4): ~1 E [t, t + h,l). (2.15) 
Notice that by Lemma 2.3, Z,(4) satisfies the functional differential equation 
= - go Ai*(t + hi) z(t + 4 , $1 - s,‘;, A*(t - u, u - to) Z(t - u, 4) da 
0 N 
- W’(t) XV, to , T> 4). (2.16) 
Thus using Lemma 2.2 we have for 0 < to < T < co and any two points 
+ and # in C the relation 
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if t E [t, , T]. Since .Zr($) = 0 we see by going back to (2.7) that 
((Z,(4), xr”(#, t, , T))) = 0 for all I/J E C. Thus from (2.17), (2.14), (2.11), 
and the symmetry of W(t) and U(t) we obtain the relation 
C&,,(4), 4&4 to 3 TD = j-.’ V+y> x’%, to 3 T, 4), @CG to > T, ~4) da 
Since Z,(4) is linear in + and x:(+, to , T) = 4, Eq. (2.18) shows that for 
0 < t,, < T < co ((ZtO(+), x’z”,(#, to, T)) is a symmetric bilinear mapping 
from C x C into R such that ((ZtO(+), xt(+, to, T))) = m(+, to, T). Thus we 
can make the following definition: 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let 0 < to < T < co. Define the symmetric bilinear 
form on C x C given by the expression 
Wo 9 TM 4) = @‘to(+), G&4 to 9 TD, (2.19) 
where Z,O(+) is defined by (2.14). 
LEMMA 2.5. If to < T, thenfor all 4 E C 
Wo 3 TM,+) = 4+, to > T). (2.20) 
Moreover for each pair (to , T) R(to , T) is continuous on C x C. 
Proof. The proof of (2.20) . IS a consequence of the definition of R(to , T) 
and Eq. (2.18). Continuity is obtained by contradiction. Thus suppose there 
exists a sequence {+} C C and co > 0 such that {d} -+ $ in C but 
I 4b, , to, T) - 49, to, VI > l 0 . As in [4, Lemma 3.11, we can show there 
exists a subsequence (4) C {n} such that (~~“(4,) to, T)} + qm($, to, T) in C 
and {zP(-, to , T, $,)} -+ ZP(-, to , T, 4) in L,(R”). Since W(t) and U(t) are 
both uniformly bounded on [to , T] this implies {m{+, , to , T)) --f m($, to , T) 
contrary to assumption. Thus since R(to , T)(+, 4) is continuous in 4 it 
follows by symmetry and bilinearity that R(to , T) is also continuous on 
c x c. 
On the basis of Lemma 2.5 the following holds. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. To each mapping R(t, T) let g=(t) denote the continuous 
linear mapping from C -+ BV which is given by 
LEMMA 2.6. Assume Hypothesis 2.1 holds; then for each t E [0, co) there 
exists a mapping in L[C, BV] such that (g(t)+, 4) = (g(t) $, 4) for all 
q5, z,b in C andfor each 4 E C 
Fz m(t, 4, T) = m(t, d, 00) = <g(t)+, 4) = $2 R(t, T)(fA 99. (2.21) 
Moreover for each 4 and t E [0, co) 
$2 I g(t)4 - grw I = 0. (2.22) 
Proof. The existence of g(t), the relation (2.22), and the fact that 
(do+, 99 = bwJ4 4) = J& w WA 99 
follow from [4, Lemmas 2.5 and 3.31. The equality (g(t) $, 4) = m(#, t, co) is 
established in the same manner as Eq. (1.12) in Part I. 
DEFINITION 2.4. For each t E [0, co) define the continuous linear mapping 
L(t): C-+ R” which is given by 
Remark 2.1. The linearity and continuity of L(t) are consequences of the 
linearity and continuity of g(t) and the fact that (L(t)+)(.) is a function of 
bounded variation on [-h, , 01. 
LEMMA 2.7. For each + E C and t E [0, co), 
$2 L(T, t, t) = L(t)+. 
Proof. From Eq. (2.7) we see that for t, fixed, (( yt, , ->> is a continuous 
linear functional defined on C. By the Riesz representation theorem [8] this 
functional has the form 
W(s), +(s - to)), 
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where r: [t, - h, , t,] -+ R” is of bounded variation with ~(t, - hN) = 0. 
For i = 0 ,..., N define &(s) by 
8i(S) = 0 on[to-~N,to-~h,l, 
6,(s) = 1 on [t, - hi , t,]. 
Returning to (2.7) we see that 
Thus lim,,,O - (r(t,) - Y(S)) = I. Hence, since by Definitions 2.2 and 2.3 
Wo > WA 4) = <Zto(dh b> = <g~(toM, +>, 
we see by (2.14) that 
= I‘rX*(a,) W(4xm(~,to, T,$)da. 
to 
Since gdtO) d + dtoW as T -+ co in the normed topology of SV, it follows 
that 
@$4T, to , to)+ = &,I$ (2.23) 
for all 4 E C. This proves the lemma. 
We are now in a position to state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. If to < t < T < co and 4 E C, then the optimal control 
is given by 
u”(t) = - U-l(t) D*(t) L(T, t, t) xtm (2.24) 
for T < 00; if T = 03 and Hypothesis 2.1 holds then the optimal control 
satisjies the relation 
u”(t) = -U-l(t) D*(t) L(t) xy, (2.25) 
mhereL(T, t, t) isgiven by (2.12) andl(t) by (2.23). 
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Proof. With minor modifications, the proof of this theorem is the same 
as that of Theorem 1.1. 
COROLLARY 1. If Hypothesis 2.1 holds, then for T = co the optimal 
trajectories are given by solutions to the system of neutral functional differential 
equations 
& [x(t) - f B,(x - hi)] = i A(t) x(t - hi) 
i=l z=o 
+ .$‘Yh A(t, s - to) x(s + t) ds - D(t) U-l(t) D*(t)L(t) xt (2.26) 0 N 
and 
f or t > t, 
x(t) = $(t - to) for t E [t, - h,, t,]. 
COROLLARY 2. If Hypothesis 2.1 holds then for any T the optimal trajectories 
can be found among the solutions of the second-order system of functional differen- 
tial equations 
; [x(t) - f B&t - hi) = f A(t) x(t - h,) 
a=1 1 i=O 
A(t, s - to) x(s + t) ds - D(t) U-l(t) D*(t) q(t) (2.27a) 
and 
; q(t) - f B*q(t + hi) = - f A*(t + h,) q(t + 4) 
2=1 I 2=0 
I 
to 
- A*(t - u, u - to) q(t - u) da - W(t) x(t), (2.27b) 
to-hN 
where 
a(t) = 0 
44 = Ht - to) 
if t > T, 
(2.28) 
;f t E [to - h, , to]. 
Proof. If T < co let qT(t) = L(T, t, t) xt and observe that by (2.14) and 
(2.16) qT(t) satisfies the second system of equations in (2.27). The remainder 
of the proof is a consequence of the fact that on compact intervals we can show 
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that x”(t, $, to, T) + x”(t, 9, t,, , co) and consequently limr,, irm(t, 4, T) = 
z~(t,#, co) on compact intervals. Hence the derivatives 
- i. A*@ + hi) 40 + 4) - it-, A*(t - 0, u - to) q(t - u) da 
0 7-f 
on compact intervals. From these facts the conclusion of the corollary follows. 
Conditions under which Hypothesis 2.1 holds have not been extensively 
investigated. One obvious condition is the following theorem whose proof is 
omitted since Hypothesis 2.1 is satisfied if u(t) = 0. 
THEOREM 2.2. If the homogeneous part of system (2.1) and (2.2) is uniformly 
asymptotically stable, then Hypothesis 2.1 holds. 
DEFINITION 2.5. The spectrum of the difference part of (2.1) is stable if 
the set of zeros of the equation 
det I - 5 epAhdBi = 0 
i=l 
is nonempty and all zeros lie in a left half-plane Re z < -01, LY > 0. 
THEOREM 2.3. If Hypothesis 2.1 holds and the system (2.1) satisfies Dejnition 
2.5, then the optimal trajectories tend to zero as t tends to infkity, i.e., the system 
(2.26) is what is conventionally Known as asymptotically stable. 
Proof. All solutions of (2.1) and (2.2) can be written in the form 
x(t, d, t, , 4 
= y(t, 4) + j-1 T(t, 4 [(A(s) + I> 44 + f M(s) - Bi) 4s - hi) 
i=l 
+ s,', 
A(s, u) x(s + u) do 1 ds + lt; T(t, s) B(s) u(s) ds, (2.29) 0 N 
where r(t, 4) is the homogeneous olution to the neutral functional differential 
equation 
$ r(t) - f B&t - hi) 
i=l 1 = -r(t) + f B&t - h,), tat,, i=l 
y(t) = 5qt - to), tE[to-h,,tt,l, (2.30) 
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and T(t, s) is the fundamental matrix associated with the system (2.30). 
Observe that if Definition 2.5 is satisfied the point spectrum of (2.30) consists 
of the point spectrum of the difference part of (2.1) plus the point s = -1. 
Hence by the work of Henry [lo] there exist constants A?2 and /3 > 0 such 
that for all 4 E C 
I r(t, $)I G fi I c I e- dt--to) 9 
1 qt, s)l < fie-s(t-tJ. 
(2.31) 
Since by assumption, (W(t) X, X) > wi /) x /12, (U(t) u, U) 2 ml )I u 1j2, and the 
matrices L&(t), i = l,..., N, and A(t, u) are uniformly bounded for all t and s, 
it follows from (2.29) and the Schwarz inequality that the optimal solutions 
satisfy an estimate of the form 
~J&l4/> (2.32) 
where Ms is independent of t, . 
On the other hand we can easily see from (2.29) that if t > t > t, 
A(s, u) P(S + u) do ds 
N 1 
+ jft V, 4 B(s) u”(s) ds. 
Thus if t 3 i we have from (2.32) 
+ Ef [ jfm II XV, C)II” dt + jfa II @Yt, C)II” dt]l”. (2.33) 
, But the right-hand side of (2.33) can be made less than any positive E for all t 
sufficiently large by first choosing t, such that the term containing the integral 
on the right-hand side of (2.33) is less than 42 and then i > t, such that 
&?A~&e-~(~-r)l~ / < 42 for t >, 2. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 2.3 is weaker than one would wish for in that we do not conclude 
uniform asymptotic stability as was done in Part I. However there is a special 
case for which this conclusion holds and that is for linear autonomous systems 
of neutral equations. To be specific we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.4. If in (2.1) the matrices D(t) and Ai( i = 0 ,..., Iv, are 
constant for all t, A(t, s) = A(s), if the matrices W(t) and U(t) in (2.10) are 
constant and Definition 2.5 and Hypothesis 2.1 are sutisjied, then the system 
(2.26) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
Proof. If the above hypotheses hold, then we can prove as in [5] that 
(2.26) is an autonomous system which generates a semigroup of operators of 
class C, whose infinitesimal generator has a spectrum lying in some left half- 
plane Re z < --y, y > 0. In [lo] Henry has shown that this guarantees that 
(2.26) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
EXAMPLE 7. In Theorem 2.4 it was assumed that Definition 2.5 held. 
Henry [lo] has shown that this is a necessary condition for the uniform 
asymptotic stability of a linear autonomous system of neutral equations. 
Since the optimal controls for (2.1) and (2.2) give rise to a new linear system 
of the same type, it would seem pointless to study linear neutral systems which 
do not satisfy Definition 2.5. 
As an example of a system of neutral equations whose homogeneous part is 
asymptotically stable but not uniformly asymptotically stable and for which 
Hypothesis 2.1 is not satisfied consider the scalar system 
(W)[W + (t - l)] = -x(t) + u(t). (2.34) 
For u(t) = 0 we construct the real valued function 
Q(t)) = [x(t) + x(t - 1)l” + s,T, +s) ds. (2.35) 
Along solutions of (2.34) 
dV/(x(t)) ---= 
dt 
-[x(t) + x(t - I)]” < 0. (2.36) 
Using (2.35) and (2.36) we can show that all solutions tend to zero as t tends 
to infinity. Hence the homogeneous system (2.34) is asymptotically stable. 
However the spectrum associated with x(t) + x(t - 1) = 0 is given by the 
solutions of 1 + e@ = 0 which lie on the imaginary axis. Thus if Hypothesis 
2.1 were satisfied for (2.34) and W(t) = W and U(t) = U the new evolu- 
tionary process (2.26) would be uniformly asymptotically stable. But because 
1 + e-s = 0 has its solutions on the imaginary axis this is impossible (see 
[IO]). Hence Hypothesis 2.1 cannot be satisfied. 
Remark 2.2. When the matrices B, , i = l,..., N, occurring in (2.1) are 
time dependent, the bilinear form (2.7) cannot be used to obtain the mappings 
L( T, t) and L(t). Even when this form is appropriately modified the analog 
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of the mapping R(t, T) of Definition 2.2 is no longer symmetric. Since this 
property was crucial to the main developments of Part II, the problem for 
completely nonautonomous systems would appear to require a significantly 
different approach. 
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